Thousands of anti-lockdown protesters gather at Trafalgar Square in London [London United For Freedom Rally]
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Figure 1: The United for Freedom protest in Trafalgar Square. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.

Some called for an end to government-imposed lockdown measures while others called the virus a 'hoax'. There were also signs saying 'no to vaccinations'

Thousands of people from across the UK stood shoulder to shoulder in London on Saturday to protest against ongoing coronavirus restrictions.

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/uk-news/gallery/coronavirus-hoax-demonstration-london-trafalgar-18849800
Called the Unite For Freedom march, the event started in Trafalgar Square at 12pm with demonstrators calling for "no more lockdowns" and "no to vaccinations".

Pictures and video from the protest show thousands of people congregating in the square with many holding signs and placards.

Some signs read "World Hoax Organisation" while others pictured Boris Johnson alongside the words "Obsessive Covid Disorder".

Another said: "What could they really do if we all just said 'no'?"

Key speakers at the protest were set to include Jeremy Corbyn's brother, climate change denier Piers Corbyn, and conspiracy theorist[*] David Icke. [See link to video of Icke’s rousing speech at the end of this article.]

Among the huge crowds many people could be seen without face masks and social distancing measures did not appear to be being followed.

It comes as a similar event was disbanded by police in Germany after thousands of protesters refused to observe social distancing rules.

Tens of thousands of people had gathered at the German capital's Brandenburg Gate on Saturday morning before marching through the streets in defiance of the country's coronavirus prevention measures.

Protesters carried signs and banners speaking out against vaccinations, face masks, and the German government.

[* David Icke is labelled a “conspiracy theorist” in this article. However, we have found Icke’s opinions to be well-researched and backed by solid evidence. Therefore, any discussion of “theory” is misplaced and should be more accurately described as “conspiracy facts.”]
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Figure 2: Protesters are seen at the Unite for Freedom protest in Trafalgar Square on August 29. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/uk-news/gallery/coronavirus-hoax-demonstration-london-trafalgar-18849800
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Figure 3: Thousands of people gathered at the event. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/uk-news/gallery/coronavirus-hoax-demonstration-london-trafalgar-18849800
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Figure 4: Many people did not wear masks to the event, which saw thousands in attendance. *Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.*
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Figure 5: People called for a return to "normal" and an end to lockdown restrictions. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/uk-news/gallery/coronavirus-hoax-demonstration-london-trafalgar-18849800
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Figure 6: Others said they did not "consent" to the restrictions put in place by the government during the pandemic. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
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Figure 7: Social distancing did not appear to be in place at the large-scale event. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
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Figure 8: Jeremy Corbyn's brother, Piers Corbyn, was a planned speaker at the Unite for Freedom march. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
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Figure 9: A woman calls for the government to "stop destroying livelihoods" at the Unite for Freedom march. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
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Figure 10: Social distancing was not being observed in many cases as thousands attended the event. Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon.
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Figure 11: A man carries a sign branding the pandemic 'hoax' at the United for Freedom march in London.  
Photo: Getty Images. For educational purposes only. Fair Use relied upon

I was at Trafalgar Square yesterday. There were no masks worn by anyone except police and a few photographers and on occasions they did not either Social Distancing went where it belongs In the bin. There was no trouble AT ALL. People who read this. Consider whether Forcing your children to wear masks they do not like do not want and D O N O T N E E D instilling behavioural abnormality and obsessive compulsive behaviour will have long term
effects. Thankfully for me my daughter has finished school. But if she had not I would not be allowing her to go and have such mad behavioural patterns force fed into her.

2. AN andrewlaughlin1 DAY AGO
I think what they should do right now is to drop the mask so everyone can return to his/her normal life. We don't even know when and how this whole drama gonna ends.

3. 68 6870recruit1 DAY AGO
A person wearing a mask in this country would be discriminated against and told to return to their masked country.

4. 68 6870recruit1 DAY AGO
The mask will prevent the majority from using Public Transport. I recall this country rebelling against people from other countries wearing a mask.

5. 68 6870recruit1 DAY AGO
The only way to return to normal life is to drop the mask.

6. DI DirkDong2 DAYS AGO
Nice to see the scamdemic starting to unravel. Country locked down for a low mortality virus on a par with severe flu.

https://youtu.be/JDJ4jZtXcYw
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